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Commerzbank Research: No ECB rate hike before summer of 2019
●

Core inflation does not pick up, Eurozone faces troubled times

●

Chief economist Krämer: “A classic rate hike cycle is far in the future”

●

Risk of transatlantic trade conflict escalating

At its next meeting, the European Central Bank (ECB) is expected to announce that it will halt its bond
purchase programme by the end of the year, and it will almost certainly highlight the positive inflation
outlook. However, according to Commerzbank chief economist Jörg Krämer, the ECB is obligated to stop its
bond purchases. This will prevent them becoming a dominant creditor as it is not permitted to hold more than
a third of government bonds. This means interest rates will remain unchanged. “The ECB will not raise its
interest rates before summer of 2019,” said Krämer on Friday in Frankfurt. “And the ECB will do everything
in its power not to misstate this as the beginning of a classic rate hike cycle.”
This is partly due to core inflation not picking up and also to Italy. It briefly looked like re-elections, but the
right-wing Lega and the left-populist 5-Star Movement are now forming a government. “Although the new
government is not aiming to exit the euro, it will pursue a hard stance with Brussels,” said Krämer. The costly
plans of the new government would end efforts to lower the much too high Italian national debt. A return of
the sovereign debt crisis could only be prevented by the ECB.
Meanwhile, US President Donald Trump has acted on his threats and imposed punitive tariffs on steel and
aluminum imports from the EU. “The tariffs themselves are not a cause for concern, as the trade volume is
comparatively low,” said Krämer. “The real danger is the possible escalation of the trade conflict.” The EU
has already announced countermeasures. “If the countermeasures caused Trump to target the automotive
sector next, we would have a problem,” Krämer warned. Therefore, Commerzbank economists see a
downside risk to their 2018 Germany growth forecast (2018: 2.0 percent).
A possible trade war with the US is like a sword of Damocles hanging over the export-oriented German
economy. Despite this, Commerzbank analysts still see the DAX at 13,500 points at the end of the year, but
the volatility of the stock market is likely to remain high. In addition, oil prices continue to fluctuate. They rose
significantly after the termination of the nuclear agreement with Iran, but have since stabilised due to
rumours that the OPEC could expand its production volumes. The Brent oil price should be $65 a barrel by
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the end of 2018. The US dollar should appreciate against the euro by year-end (EUR-USD end of 2018:
1.16).

Commerzbank Research Forecasts
Growth in gross domestic product in real terms in % compared to previous year
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About Commerzbank
Commerzbank is a leading international commercial bank with branches and offices in almost 50 countries. In the two
business segments Private and Small Business Customers and Corporate Clients, the Bank offers a comprehensive
portfolio of financial services which is precisely aligned to its clients’ needs. Commerzbank finances approximately 30%
of Germany’s foreign trade and is the leading finance provider for corporate clients in Germany. Due to its in-depth sector
know-how in the German economy, the Bank is a leading provider of capital market products. Its subsidiaries Comdirect
in Germany and mBank in Poland are two of the world’s most innovative online banks. With approximately 1,000
branches, Commerzbank has one of the densest branch networks among German private banks. In total, Commerzbank
serves more than 18 million private and small business customers, as well as more than 60,000 corporate clients,
multinationals, financial service providers, and institutional clients. The Bank, which was founded in 1870, is represented
at all the world’s major stock exchanges. In 2017, it generated gross revenues of €9.2 billion with approximately 49,300
employees.

*****
Disclaimer
This release contains forward-looking statements. Forward-looking statements are statements that are not historical
facts. In this release, these statements concern inter alia the expected future business of Commerzbank, efficiency gains
and expected synergies, expected growth prospects and other opportunities for an increase in value of Commerzbank as
well as expected future financial results, restructuring costs and other financial developments and information. These
forward-looking statements are based on the management’s current plans, expectations, estimates and projections. They
are subject to a number of assumptions and involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors that may
cause actual results and developments to differ materially from any future results and developments expressed or
implied by such forward-looking statements. Such factors include the conditions in the financial markets in Germany, in
Europe, in the USA and other regions from which Commerzbank derives a substantial portion of its revenues and in
which Commerzbank holds a substantial portion of its assets, the development of asset prices and market volatility,
especially due to the ongoing European debt crisis, potential defaults of borrowers or trading counterparties, the
implementation of its strategic initiatives to improve its business model, the reliability of its risk management policies,
procedures and methods, risks arising as a result of regulatory change and other risks. Forward-looking statements
therefore speak only as of the date they are made. Commerzbank has no obligation to update or release any revisions to
the forward-looking statements contained in this release to reflect events or circumstances after the date of this release.
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